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Let A be a nonnegative real matrix whose column set is countable. We give a 
necessary and sufficient condition on A for the existence of a nonnegative matrix B, 
B <A, with column sums equal to prescribed numbers, and row sums not greater 
than prescribed numbers. This is a generalization of a result of Damerell and 
Mimer, who soived the problem for (0, 1) matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the following problem: given a nonnegative, 
possibly infinite, real matrix A, what conditions on A ensure that there exists 
a real matrix 3, 0 <B <A, with preassigned column sums,. and whose row 
sums do not exceed preassigned numbers? In [I] this question was answered 
under the assumption that A’s column sums are finite. Here we consider the 
case in which A’s column sums are arbitrary, but its column set is countable. 
In [l] it was remarked that our problem is a real analog of the problem of 
characterizing those systems of sets which possess transversals. If we require 
that A and B both be (0, 1) matrices, that the column sums of B be 1, and 
that its row sums do not exceed 1, then B represents a transversal for the 
system of sets whose incidence matrix is given by A. Or, from another point 
of view, the (i,j)th entry of B indicates the probability with which the ith ele- 
ment is assigned to the jth set. The requirement that to each set there is 
assigned one element is replaced by the requirement that the sum of the 
probabilities with which elements are assigned to a given set is a given num- 
ber. The distinctness of the representatives is replaced by the condition that 
for each element, the sum of the probabilities with which it is assigned to sets 
does not exceed a preassigned number. The analogy with systems of distinct 
representatives is also the origin of the name of B-we call it a represented 
matrix for A. The results of [ 1 ] are, in this sense, an extension to the real 
case of the, by now classical, results (see, e.g., [4,7, $1) on transversals of 
systems of finite sets. Here we extend to the real case the results of Damerell 
and Milner [3], who followed ideas of Nash-Williams [9]1. 
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The main concept used in the paper is that of the margin functions of 
Nash-Williams. They are defined, for a nonnegative real matrix, in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we prove some properties of the margin functions, needed for 
the proofs of the main theorems. The main result of this paper, that if A’s 
column set is countable, then A possesses a representing matrix if and only if 
all its margin functions are nonnegative, is proved in Section 4. In Section 5 
we consider the case in which all, or almost all, or all but countably many, 
of A’s columns have finite sums. In the case that A is finite, there follows a 
theorem of Fulkerson (see, e.g., [2, 5, 6]), which is thus given here a new 
proof. 
The techniques in this paper follow those of [3]. Thus, for example, as in 
[3], a central role is played by the submodularity property of the margin 
functions. A main difference from [3] is that in our case we cannot choose a 
single member from a set and adjoin it to the transversal, which is an impor- 
tant step in the inductive proof in [3]. The substitute for this step is given 
here in Lemma 9. Also, our proofs in Section 5 are different from the proofs 
of the parallel results in [3]. In our definition of the margin functions there is 
a difference from [3] which is due to the passing to real numbers, but we 
have chosen a definition which is a little different from the one in [3] even 
when it is restricted to (0, 1) matrices. Our definition simplifies the proofs in 
several places and seems to us more natural. In the main case dealt with in 
this paper, in which the margin functions of the matrix are nonnegative, the 
two definitions coincide. (For yet another definition see [lo], a definition 
which is also identical to the two mentioned above in the case of nonnegative 
margin functions.) 
The reader is referred to [3] for examples, and to [3, 91 for further ex- 
planations of the motivation for the definition of the margin functions. 
2. NOTATION 
Let I and J be two sets. We say that the matrix A is a matrix on (1, J) if 
its rows are indexed by I and its columns by J. A vector on I is a function 
on this set. Here we shall refer only to real, nonnegative vectors and 
matrices, Vectors will be denoted in most cases by barred small latin letters, 
and their elements by the unbarred indexed letters. The elements of a matrix 
which is denoted by a capital latin letter will be denoted by the 
corresponding small letter. This will hold true also when the vector or matrix 
is marked by a superscript. Thus, the elements of the vector B on I are 
denoted by ui, i E 1, the elements of v” by of, and the elements of a matrix A’ 
on (I, J) are denoted by a;, i E I and J E J. Thefih column of the matrix A 
is denoted by A/ If 6 is a vector on I and K 5 1, then fi[K] is the subvector 
of V; whose elements are indexed by K. If A is a matrix on (1, J) and KG 1, 
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L c J, then A (K 1 L] is the submatrix of A whose rows are indexed by K and 
its columns by L. 
We denote by R* the set of real numbers, adjoined with the symbols co 
and -co. These symbols obey the following rules: if I is a real number, then 
r+oo=o& r--03=----00, a3+co=a3, --co--co=----oo, --oo<r<m. 
For the convenience of writing, we shall use the convention 00 - co = clan If 
K is a set of real nonnegative numbers, then the sum of its elements is 
suP(ci-EM r), where the supremum is taken over all finite subsets M of K. If 
this supremum is infinite, we denote it by 03. The sum of the elements of a 
vector B is denoted by o(G), and the sum of the elements of a matrix A is 
denoted by C(A). For KEI, LEJ, iEJ and jEJ we put: 
r&L A) = C(A[ {i} 1 L]); cj(K, A) = C(A [K ( {j}]); r,(A) = r,(J, A); Cj@> = 
~j(l, A); and 4j(K, A) = Cj(l\K, A). 
The set of ordinals is denoted by On. The first infinite ordinal is denoted 
by c~1, and the first uncountable ordinal is denoted by 52. The cardinality of a 
set Y is denoted by 1 Y 1, and if Y is infinite we write 1 Y] = co. 
We define the function ( )’ on R* by: w  +=max(Cl, w) for w  E R*. 
We now come to defme the problem with which this paper is concerned. 
Let I and J be two arbitrary given sets, let A be a matrix on (1, J), P a vector 
on 1, and B a vector on J. We say that the matrix B on (1, J) is (& 6) 
representing for A if B < A, ci(B) = bj for all j E J, and r@) < Ui for all 
i E I. When the identities of ZZ and ~7 are clear, we omit reference to them, 
and say just that B is a representing matrix for A. Our aim is to find 
necessary and sufficient conditions on A for the existence of a representing 
matrix. 
If some uI is zero, then the problem of finding a representing matrix for A 
is equivalent to that of finding a representing matrix for A when its ith row is 
removed, together with the removal of the ith component of r.X Hence we 
may assume that no ui, and by the same argument, no Us, is zero. 
Let YE I. For each j E J, o(Bj[r\Y]) cannot exceed qj( Y, A) and hence 
O(Bj[ Y]) should be at least (vj - qj(Y, A))‘. Thus for L 5 J, the sum 
C.a (q - sj(r, A))+, which we denote by a(Y$ L, A, t7), is the minimal sum 
B[Y/LJcanhave.IfL=J,weputa(Y,L,A,c)=ff(Y,A,6). 
A tower under a set Y E I is a system T== (T, / n E N) (N denotes the set 
of natural numbers) such that: 
T,, E T, c ..*E Y= (J a,. 
tZEN 
The set of towers under Y is denoted by r(Y). If FE r(Y) andf is a func- 
tion from 2’, the set of subsets of I, to R*, we denote: s(T,f) = sup,,,,f(?‘,). 
Let FE r(Y), and jE J. Ciearly, exactly one of the following two 
possibilities holds: either a(AAJ[ UT,,]) = co for every n E N, or lim,,, 
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a(Aj[ fiT,]> = 0. For L c J, we define D(z A, L) as the set of those j E L 
for which the first possibility occurs, and F(T, A, L) = L\D(z A, L). We 
put : d(r A, L) = a( Y, D(T, A, L), A, 5)). In the notations F, D, and d we 
omit reference to L if L = J, and thus, e.g., d(z A) = d(T, A, J). Intuitively, 
d(F, A) is the indirect demand on C (B [ r, ( J]) for n large enough, required 
of it by the fact that for each j E D(T, A), a(@, [T,]) approaches @j[Y]). 
This fact was not brought into consideration when calculating a(7’,, D(T, A), 
A, U) because @“,, A) = 00 for every it E A? 
We now define the margin functions, m, for a E On, by transfinite 
induction on a. We let m, depend upon A, ii, V; and a subset Y of I, and it 
takes its values in R*. For a = 0, m,(Y, A, 27, V) = a(~?[ Y]) - a(Y, A, 5). If a 
is a limit ordinal, then m,(Y, A, 4 r7) = inffi,, m,(Y, A, 27, a). If a = /? + 1, 
then m,( Y, A, z&5) = infFE,,,, {s(T, m&A, zi, 17)) - d(F, A)]. 
In the next sections we shall in most situations be dealing with a fixed 
matrix, which will be denoted by A. Its index sets will be denoted by I and J, 
and the demand vectors will be denoted by z7 and C-the explicit mention of 
these notations will be usually omitted. For the convenience of writing we 
shall, when the identities of A, ti, and 5 are clear, omit their mention also in 
the definitions of the terms qj, a, D, F, d, and the m, - s. Thus for YE I, 
LcJ, jEJ, FE@), and aEOn, we have qj(Y)=a(Y,A), a(Y,L), 
a(Y,L)=a(Y,A,L,zT), a(Y)=a(Y,A,V), D(T,L)=D(T,A,L), D(T)= 
D(T, A), F(T) = F(T, A), d(q = d(i?, A), and m,(Y) = m,(Y,A, ~7, r7). 
3. PROPERTIES OFTHE MARGIN FUNCTIONS 
LEMMA 1. Let Y s I, and let a, p E On, a > p, then m,(Y) < ma(Y). 
Proof. The lemma will clearly be proved if we prove that 
ma+ I(r) < 407 f or every a E On. This follows from the definition of the 
m, - s, and the fact that the tower T defined by T,, = Y for every n E N 
belongs to r(Y). 
LEMMA 2. Let YGI, LcJ, and denote A’=A[IIJ\L], v”=V[J\L]. 
For any a E On, denote m;(Y) = m,(Y, A’, ~7, 3). Then for every a E On, if 
m,(Y) # -00, there holds m;(Y) = m,(Y) + a(Y, L). 
Proo$ By induction on a. For a = 0, the equality follows right from the 
definition, while for a a limit ordinal it follows easily by the induction 
hypothesis (i.h.). Suppose a =/l + 1. If s(T, m,) = 00 for every FE r(Y), 
then by the i.h. the same is true also for s(T, mb), hence m’,(Y) = 
m,(Y) = co, and the lemma is true. Let FE r(Y), T== (T, 1 n E N), be such 
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that s(T, m,) < co. Then, since m,(Y) # -co, d(T) < co. Hence we can 
write, denoting d’(T) = d(T, A’): 
d’(F) = a(Y, D(T, A’)) = (T) - d(T, L) 
=d(T)f ~(Y,F(~nn)-u(Y,L). 
(3.1) 
For jED(T)C7 L a(T,, {j})= 0 for every y1 E PT, while for jEP(T)t?I, 
lim n+m dT?IT lJ-1) = a(Y, {j)). Therefore 
lim a(T,, L) = a(Y, F(T)C? L). (3.2) n-* 
Since m,(Y) J: -00, m,(T,J # ---co for almost every n E N, and by the i.h. 
mb(T,) = m,(T,) + a@‘,, L) for such y1- s. From the fact that 
a(T,, L) <Q(Y, F(T) c-3 L), and by (3.1), we have s(F, mg)-d’(T)< 
s(T, m,) + u(Y, F(F) f7 L) - d’(T) = s(T, m,) - d(o + u(Y, L). This proves 
that mh(Y)<mm,(Y) + u(Y,L). 
Let p be any real number such that p < u(Y, L). Since a(Y, L) = d(?f, L) + 
e(Y, F(T)n L), it follows by (2.2) that there exists an n, E N such that for 
n > no, d(T, L) + u(T,, L) > p. Define the tower ,!? = (S, / k E N) by S, = 
T ,co+k. By the i-h. mi(S,) = m&3,) + u(s,, L) for every k E N. This, 
together with (3.1) and the fact that d(S) =d(n, d’(,$)= d’(T), yields 
s(z rnb) - d’(T) > ~(9, m$- d'(g) = s(g,mb)-d(g)+ d(T,L) > 
s(% m&-d(g) +p. This shows that m’,(Y)> m,(Y) $ a(Y,L), and the 
lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY. With the same not&ions us in the lemma, m:(Y) > m&(Y) 
for every a E On. 
LEMMA 3. Let +V be a vector on I, J < E. For every Yc_ I, a E On, 
denote mz(Y) = m,(Y,A, Cl-fl,fi). If o($[Y]) < a~, then ml(Y)- 
m,tr> -@VI). 
Proof. By induction on a. For a = 0, the equality follows right from the 
definition of m,, and for a a limit ordinal it follows directly by the i.h. 
Suppose a = p + 1. Let T= (T,, 1 n E N) E r(Y). By the i.h., for every IZ E IV, 
m$(TJ= mo(T,J-a(fi[T,J)> m,(T,)-o($Y]"l). Since d(F) does not de- 
pend on 17, it follows that m~(Y)>m,(Y) - u(#[Y]j). For arbitrary real, 
e > 0, there exists an n, such that for IZ > n, a(tif T,]) > o($[ Y]) - E. Define 
the tower g= (S, j k E Nj E t(Y) by S, = T,+, I Then, by the i-h,, 
s(S,mf)- d(g) < s(s, m,J - d(S) - a(ti[ Y]) + e f s(T, mD) - d(n - 
cr(ti[Y]) -I- E. This shows that m*,(Y) < m,(Y) - o($[Y]) -+- E, which com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 4. For Y c I, denote by z@‘) the set of all towers S= 
(SnInEN)~ cl such that S, is finite for every n EN. Then ml(Y) = 
infkZdM(dS) m,) - d(g)). 
Proof: The lemma evidently holds if m,(Y)= ~0. Assume ml(Y) < co, 
and let T= (T,, ) n E N) E r(Y) satisfy s(T, m,) ( co. Since m,(T,J ( 00 for 
every IZ E N, and by the assumption that no ui is zero, it follows that each T,, 
is countable, and hence so also is Y. For every it choose any tower R,, = 
(Rn,i 1 i E N) under T,,, such that R,,i is finite for every i E N. By (3.2)-we 
can choose then a sequence i,, that for _Sn = Rn,i, one has S = 
(S, ) n E N) E z(y), and a@,, F(E,)) > a(T,, F(R,)) - E, where E > 0 is an 
arbitrary given real number. There follows: 
~,&> S m,P’J + aK, 9 W%)) + E. (3.3) 
Clearly D(S) Z, D(T), and since the S’ -s are finite, D(g) 3 D(Rnj for 
every n E N. For any IZ E N and j E D(R,), if a(T,, {j}) > 0, then j G? D(n, 
while j E D@), and a( Y, {j}) > a(T,, {j}). Hence for every 12 E N 
d(S) > d(T) + a(T,, D(EJ). (3.4) 
BY (3.3) and (3.4), s(% m,) -d(g) <s(T, m,) + E. Since SE z~Y), this 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let YE I. There exists an ordinal a, a < l2, that 
%@-I = %aa(Y)- 
ProoJ: This follows from the fact that m,(Y) is a nonincreasing function 
from On to R* (Lemma l), and as such becomes constant from some a < a 
onward. 
LEMMA 6. If p E On, p 2 a, then m,(Y) = ma(Y) for every YE I. 
Proox It is clearly sufficient to prove the lemma for p = Sz + 1. By 
Lemma 1 it suftices to prove that m,+,(Y) > ma(Y). If m,+,(Y) = co, there 
k&$g to prove, so assume m,,l( Y) < co. Let p be any real number such 
o+,(Y) <p. There exists a T= (T,, 1 n EN) E r(Y), with s(T, ma) - 
d(n <p. Use Lemma 5 to choose for every n an an < a such that 
m,,(T,J = m,(T,J, and let y = supZEN a,. Then y < .R, and m,(T,J = mo(T,,) 
for_every n, hence s(T, ma) = s(T, m,). There follows m,(U) ,< m,,,,(y) < 
s(T, m,) - d(o = s(z ma) - d(T) <p. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let u, v, w, z be elements of R*, such that u < w  < v and 
u<z<v, andu+v= w+z. Then w~+z+,<u++v+. 
ProoJ The property that f(w) +f (z) <f(u) +f (v) for u, v, w, and z 
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which are as in the lemma, but real, is shared by all real convex functions$ 
The proof of the lemma is completed by noting that the function ( )’ is con- 
vex on R, and checking separately the simple cases v = co or u = -co. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose that m,,(X) > --CD for every y E On and every XC= 1. 
Let Y, 2 C_ I, and a E On. Then m,(YU 2) + m,(Yn 2) < m,(Y) f  m,(Z). 
Proof. By induction on a. We first check for a = 0. If 
m,(Y) f m,(Z) = co, there is nothing to prove. Hence we assume that 
m,(Y) + m*(Z) < co, which implies that a(ti[ Y]) and o(ti[Z]) are finite. For 
everyjEJ, qj(YUZ)f e(YnZ)=qj(U)Cqj(Z), andqj(YLrZ)<#‘)< 
q,(Y n Z), qj(Y U Z) < 4j(Z) < qj(Y n Z). This, by Lemma 7, implies 
The lemma now follows for a = 0 from (3.5), and the fact that 
0(5[Yu z]) + 0(ii[Ynz]) = 0(n[Y]) + 0(27[z]>. 
For a a limit ordinal the lemma follows by the i.h., right from the defini- 
tion of m,. 
Let a = j? + 1. We may clearly assume that m,(Y) < co and m,(Z) ( co. 
Choose any real number p, such that m,(Y) $ m,(Z) < p. There exist towers 
SE r(Y) and FE z(Z), such that $9, ma) - d(S) + s(T, m& - d(T) ( p. By 
the assumption made in the lemma we have 
d(g), d(?j < 00. (34 
Define L = D(s) U D(n, M, = D(g) n F(q, and Mz = D(q n F(g). Also 
denote A’ = A [I 1 J\L], 17 = v[S\L], and m;(v) = m,(~, A’, zi, 17) for every 
yEOn and VzI. 
Denote: a,,= m&(S,UTJ, b,=mb(S, fl T,) for every nE N. By the 
corollary of Lemma 2, for every IZ E N, m,(S, U T,) $ m;(S, U T,), Hence, 
if inf a, = --co, then inf m,(S, U T,) = --00. In such a case, given any real 
number q, choosing appropriately a sequence pl,+, k E N, we can obtain 
s((S,,U T,,), m,) < q. Since (S,, U T,,) E z(Y U Z), we get that 
m,(YW Z) = -03, in contradiction to the assumption of the lemma 
Therefore inf a,, > -co, and similarly inf b, > --co. By (3.9 the definition 
of L, and Lemma 2, we have s($, mg) < co, s(F, m;) < CD. By the i-h. 
applied to m;, we have sup(a, -I- b,) < sup(m&(S,) + mk(T,)) < s(& mb) t- 
s(T, mb). Since a, and b, are bounded below, it follows that sup a, < cx) and 
sup b, < co. Hence, for F > 0 we can choose a’ sequence nk, iG E A’, such that 
for any k, IEN[a,~-aa,,I <s and lb,,-b,,j cc, Then sup a,+supb,$ 
sup@,, + b,,) + E. By the i.h. applied to mb, sup(a,, + b,,) < ~~p~rn~~$~*~ f 
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m;(T,,)). Since (S,, U Tnk) E z(Y U 2) and (S,, n 7”J E z(Yn Z), we have 
%(Y’-J Z> + m&(Yn Z) < sup a,, + sup b,, 6 sup(u,, + b,,) 
+ E < suP(~~(~,,) + m;(q)) f  E ,< s(s, m;> + s(T, m;> + E. 
Since E is arbitrary, we get 
m&(Yuz)+m&(Ynz)~s(S,m~)+s(T,mb). (3.7) 
By Lemma 2, for every IZ E N, m&!?,) = q(S,) -t a(S,, L). But for every 
jED(S) a(S,, {j})=O, and hence a(S,,L)=a(S,,M,),<u(Y,M,). 
Therefore 
@, m&> < s(% m,) t a( Y, Mz). (3.8) 
and similarly 
s(T, m;l> < s(T, m&J + u(Z, M,). (3.9) 
Using Lemma 2 and (3.5) we get 
m,(YU Z) + m,(Yf-J Z) 
=m&(Yuz)tm;(YnZ)-u(Y~Z,L)-u(Ynz,L) 
,<mh(Yuz)tm&(Ynz)-~(Y,L)-~(z,L). (3.10) 
Combining in the following order (3.10), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.6) we 
have 
m,(Yu z) + m,(yn z) 
< s(s, q) + s(C m,) + a(Y, MJ + a(.% M,) - u(Y, L) - a(& L) 
<ptd(S, Q>td(T, Q>+ @',M,)+a(ZM,) 
- a( Y, L) - u(Z, L) =p. 
The lemma is thus proved. 
4. MATRICES WITH NONNEGATIVE MARGIN FUNCTIONS 
In this section we prove that if a matrix has a representing matrix, then all 
its margin functions are nonnegative (Theorem 1). The reverse implication is 
valid in he case that the column set of the matrix is countable-this is the 
content of Theorem 2. 
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THEOREM 1. If the matrix A possesses a representing rnatn.x B, then for 
every a E On and every Y c I, m,(Y) 3 0. 
ProoJ By induction on a. For Y c I it was noted in Section 2 that a(Y) 
is the minimal sum B [ Y ] J] should have. On the other hand, this sum clearly 
cannot exceed o(ti[ Y]), and hence m,(Y) = o(@[ Y]) - a(Y) > 0, which 
proves the theorem for a = 0. For a a limit ordinal, m,(Y) = 
infi, < a m,JY) >/ 0, by the i.h. 
Let a = p f 1, and suppose that for some Y ~1, m,(Y) < 0. There exists 
then a tower FE r(Y), such that s(T, m_~) - d(Tj < 0. We can choose a finite 
set Q E I@) such that s(T, mb) - d(T, Q) C---E for some E > 0. Choose an 
nEN such that C(B]T, ] Q]) > E(B[Y] Q]) - E > a(Y, Q) -E = 
d(T, Q) - F. Consider the matrices A’ = AII 1 s\Q], B’ = B [I j J\Q], the vec- 
tor 6’ = $A,Q], and the vector zi’ defined by u: = ui for i E r\T,, 
uj=z+--r,(B[IjQ]) f or i E T,, Then B’ is (2, G’) representing for A’, and 
hence, by the i.h., m,(T,, A’, zi’, 6’) > 0. By Lemmas 2 and 3, 
m,(T,, A’, u”‘, 6’) = m&T,, A’, ZT, 3) - JWT, I Ql) = m,O’J - 
zT(_B[T, j Q]), since a(T,, Q) = 0. But ma(T,) < s(T, mp) ( d(T, (2) -- 
6 < WV’n I QI), a contradiction, and the theorem is proved. 
The reverse of Theorem 1 is also true, under the condition that S is Goun- 
table. The main step in the proof of this is: 
LEMMA 9. Let I and J be countable sets (we assume: I= J= {O, I,... I), 
and let A be a matrix on (I,J), which satisfies 
m,(Y,A,zZ,U)>O for every Y C 1. 
Denote: A’ = A[I 1 J\(O)], fi’ = C[.r\{Of ], ar2d fir every a E On and Yc_ I 
define m&(Y) = m,( Y, A’, i&3). Then there exists a vector g on I such that 
(i) b<A’, 
(ii) o(5) = vo, 
(iii) for every Y 5 I, mb(Y) > a(&[ Y]). 
ProoJ Denote by A the set of vectors on I which satisfy (i) and (iii). The 
first step in the proof of the lemma is showing that there exists a vector C E d 
such that o(F) = sup (o(z) ] 2~ A}. 
For each k G I let us denote by dk the set of vectors dE d for which 
(ivJ d, = 0 for n > k. 
Then supjo@) ] JE Ak] = wk is attained by some vector d-k. We show that 
the h T s can be chosen as an increasing sequence, that is, for every k 
h’ r > h. This will be shown if we prove that for every BE dk such th 
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U(F) = wk, the vector 7 defined by h = e, for i # k + 1, fkf 1 = 8, where 
6=wk+l- _wk, belongs to dkf ‘. 
Supposef does not satisfy (i), that is, 6 > ak+l,O. Then 
u(~?+~[{l,..., k}])>o(~+‘)-ak+l,o> wk+l-8=Wk. (4-l) 
The vector d which is defmed by di = df+ ’ for 0 < i < k and d, = 0 for 
i > k clearly belongs to dk. By (4.1) it follows that o(z) > wk, in contradic- 
tion to the definition of w,. 
Suppose 7 does not satisfy (iii). Define then q as the largest number 
satisfying: the vector Eon I defined by hi = e, for if k + 1, hk+ 1 = q belongs 
to dkfl. Put [=8--r. Define K={i<kkJdf+‘>e,}. Let iEK, and let 
E > 0. Since any enlarging of ei spoils property (iii) of c?, there exists a subset 
Yi of 1, containing i, such that mL(Yi) < a(C[Y,]) + E. For every i E K 
choose this Yi so that mb(YJ < c@[Yj]) + [/(k + 1). 
Since Tdoes not satisfy (iii), we have 4 < S < ak+ 1,0, and hence q can be 
enlarged without spoiling property (i) of h7 It follows that every enlarging of 
q spoils property (iii) of h7 Hence there exists a subset Z of 1, containing 
k + 1, such that m&(Z) < o(C[Z]) + q + c/(k + 1). Take arbitrary n, I E K. 
Since ml,(Y, f3 Y,) > a(~?[ Y, f7 Y[]), it follows by Lemma 8 that 
mb(Y,U r,) < m;,(K) + %(Y,) - mb(Y, i-l q> < 4~Kl) + MY,l) + 
2C/(k + 1) - o(b[ Y, f~ Yl]) = o(g[ Y, U Yl]) + 2[/(k + 1). Using the same 
argument repeatedly, we get that for Y = UjGK Yi, m;,(Y) < a(~?[ Y]) + 
(k/(k + l))C, and mb(Y U Z) < a@[ Y U Z]) + [ + q = o(C[ Y U Z]) + 6. But 
for every i not in YUZ, di k+i < ei. Since o(a”+‘) = a(C) + 6, this implies 
that o(h”[YUZ])>a(~YUZ])+d. W e reach a contradiction to the fact 
that m&(YUZ)> o($“[YUZ]). 
We thus may assume that the vectors h form a nondecreasing sequence, 
and from the proof there follows also that c$’ ’ = df for every k and every 
i < k (it is easy to observe that this property follows also from the increasing 
property of the d-k - s). Define the vector E on I by ci = di for every i E I. 
Then, clearly, FE d. Any vector z in d satisfies o(@{O,..., k} 1) < 
o(F[ (O,..., k}]) f or every k E I, and hence a(@ < o(E). 
In order to prove the lemma, it is clearly sufficient to prove that o.(C) > uO, 
since then any choice of b< E with o(F) = v0 will do. Assume, to the con- 
trary, that (T(F) < uO, and denote p = u,, - a(~?). Define: H = {i E II ci < a,, 1. 
For each i E H, since ci cannot be enlarged without spoiling property (iii) of 
C; there exists a subset Yi of I, containing i, such that ml,( Yi) < u(C( Yi]) + 
p/(2”‘). Let Y= Ui,, Yi. We arrange H in a sequence i,, k = 0, l,..., and 
define the tower T under Y by Tk = UT=, Yi,. (If H is finite, we complete T 
by defining T, = Y for k > ( HI.) S ince m’,(Y,,fJ Yi,) > @[YiO n Y,,]), it 
follows by Lemma 8 that: 
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By the same argument it follows that for every k E N m$(T,) < 
4F[Tkl) + P/2 G 42 Yl) + P/2* Hence ml,, l(r) < s(T, mb) < 
cr(F[ Y]) + p/2. By Lemmas 6 and 2 we get that m,(Y) = mR+ l(Y) = 
m’,+l(Y)-(v,-q,,(Y))‘<u(~[Y])fp/2- (o,,-q&Y))‘. But since Y&!I& 
for each i e’ Y, ai, = ci, and hence q,(Y) = u(c[qY]). Therefore 
oJo-~om)+ = 00 -4WYI) = v. - o(F) -I- ff (F[Y]) = p + o(E[ Y]). Et 
follows that m,(Y) G-42, contradicting the hypothesis of the lemma. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a matrix on (I, J), and suppose J is countable. g 
m&Y) > 0 for every Y 5 I, then A has a representing matrix. 
Proof. We first show that one may assume that every column of A 
contains only countably many nonzero elements. Let J, be the set of indices 
of those columns which contain uncountably many nonzero elements, 
Denote: A’ = A[I Is\J,] ii’ = C[J\J,]. By the corollary of Lemma 2, 
m&Y, A’, z& 3’) >, 0 for every Y c I. If we assume the validity of the theorem 
for matrices having countably many nonzero elements in each column, then 
A’ possesses a (z&u”) representing matrix, B’. Since the set I, = 
fifEI/ 3jEJ\J,, b;fO} is countable, and since no ui is zero, it is possible 
to choose vectors 6’ for j E J, , such that Z$ = 0 for i E I, ; for every j1 ?t: j, in 
J, there is no i E I for which q f 0, g1 + 0; p < Aj; g 4 ui for every i E I, 
and a(p) = vj. The matrix B defined by B [I 1 s\J,] = B’, Bj = p for j E J, is 
then a (2i; 8) representing matrix for A. 
Let us show by induction that it is possible to find vectors B for k E J9 
such that: 
(‘t-f> 0(p) = vk > 
(t??‘) for every Y s I there holds 
m,(K A [I Is\{0 ,... , kj], i2; ~[JW,..., k)]) > 5 a(P[Y]). 
j=O 
Assume p have been chosen for j < k. Define the vector i3 on I as 
wi= Ls, l$. From the validity of (tt?) for k there follows that @< $i. 
Clearly o(G) < co (it is here that the main use of the countability of J is 
made). By (ttJ-> for k and by Lemma 3 we have mb(Y>A’, t7’, U’) > 0 for 
every Yc_I, where A’= A[I(J\{O ,..., kj], u”= C-G, and u”= 
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qJ\p,..., k)]. Applying Lemma 9 to A’ yields the existence of a vector b-k+l, 
satisfying (t) and (ft) (for k + l), and also mo(Y,A’, zZ’, ~7’) > o(b-k”[Y]) 
for every Y ~1, which, by Lemma 3, is equivalent to condition (TTY) for 
k+ 1. 
Define the matrix B by Bj = a for everyj E J. By (j+), B <A, and by (tt), 
c,~(B) = uk for each j E J. For every matrix C on (1, J) and every i E I we 
have 
‘m,({i},C,~,,)~m,({i),C,~,,)~ui. (4.2) 
By (4.2) there follows from (ftt) that EzO b, < ui for every i E I and 
k E J. This implies ri(B) < Ui . Hence B is a (5 U) representing matrix for A. 
Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 2 and the results of [I] there follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let I be a countable set, and let A be a matrix on (I, I) and 
~7, B be vectors on I. There exists a matrix B on (I, I) which satisfies 
0 < B <A, ri(B) = ui, and ci(B) = vi for every i E 1, if and only if for every 
Y c I there holds 
m,(Y,A,zZ,z?)>O, m,(Y,AT,G;)>O. 
5. MATRICES HAVING FINITE COLUMN SUMS 
In this section we search for sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
representing matrix for a given matrix, now renouncing the assumption of the 
countability of its column set. Instead we assume that all, or almost all, or 
all but denumerably many columns have finite sums. 
The property of matrices having finite column sums which we shall use is: 
LEMMA 10. Assume c,(A) < co for every j E J. Then ma(Y) > 0 for 
every Y E I if and only if m,(Y) > 0 for every Y c I. 
ProoA The lemma follows from the definition of the m, - s, and the fact 
that for a matrix as in the lemma O(n = 0 for any tower T 
THEOREM 4. Assume that J= J, U Jz, where J, is countable, for every 
j E J, aij # 0 only for countably many i - s, and for every j E J2, cj(A) < 00. 
If m,( Y) > 0 for every Y 5 I, then A has a representing matrix. 
Proof. We well order the set J, and index its elements by ordinals, index- 
ing first the elements of J, by 0, 1, 2 ,..., ) J, 1 - 1 if J1 is finite, or by 0, 1, 2 ,... 
if it is denumerable. We identify the indices belonging to J with the ordinals 
corresponding to them. Define 8 as the ordinal which is the set of all ordinals 
corresponding to the indices in J. 
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Our aim is to define, by transfmite induction, vectors b* on 1 for each 
a E 0, so that for every a E B there holds : 
(i) P<k 
(ii) a(P) = U,. 
(iii) For every YE 1, m&Y, A[1 ] 0\a], 2% a[0\a]) 2 CBca o(b”[Y]). 
The construction of these vectors is done, as in the proof of Theorem 2, with 
the aid of Lemma 9. The only difference, whose origin is in that the induc- 
tion steps should be performed also for infinite ordinals, is that if a is in- 
finite, it may happen that CsCa o(ba[Y]) = 00. In such a case it is not possi- 
ble to use Lemma 3 directly in order to derive from (iii) that for every Y 5 I 
there holds 
m,(Y, A’, ~7, v”) > 0, 0.1) 
where A’ = A[1 1 @\a], ~7’ = U[B\o], and ~7’ = ii - t3, B being defined by wi = 
x0<= b,O. In order to prove (5.1) we note that if a is infinite, then the column 
sums of A’ are finite, and hence, by Lemma 10, it suffices to show 
m,( Y, A’, fi’, u”) > 0, (5.2) 
for every YE I. Inequality (5.2) has to be proved only for Y such. that 
o(C’[ Y]) < co. From (iii) it follows that for any such Y u(@[ Y]) < 00, and 
hence (5.2) can be deduced from Lemma 3. Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 4 and Lemma 10 we get: 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that cj(A) c co for every j E J. If m&Y) > 0 for 
every YE I, then A has a representing matrix. 
The following corollary is a strengthening of a result in [ 11, where it was 
proved under the assumption that lim inf(u,) > 0. 
@OROLLARY. If cj(A) < 00 for every j & J, then A has a representing 
matrix if and only f 
Zc(A w  I L 1) 2 NW I) - 4wl~ (5.3) 
for every finite subset K of I andJinite subset L of J. 
ProoJ: Assume there exist finite K and L, K s I, L E J, such that 
J-Q W I Ll) < o(B[L]) - a(#[K]). Then m,(K) 4 o(G[K]) - 
C.EL (Vj - qj(K)>’ G 4QlKI) - ZjcL (Vj - CJ~(K)) = o(~[KI> - o(F[L]) - 
Z(AII\K I’L)) < 0. 
For the reverse implication, suppose YE I is such that m,(Y) ( 0. There 
exists then a finite subset L of J such that 
o(n[ Y]) - SEL (Vj - q,(y))’ < --E. w  e may assume that Uj - qj( Y) > 0 for 
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every j E L. Choose a finite subset K of Y, satisfying X(,4 [I‘\K ( L]) ( 
~@vw Ll) + 423 and then it follows that (5.3) does not hold for the pair 
K, L. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we consider the case in which only finitely many columns of A have 
infinite sums. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose J = J, U J2, where J1 is finite, c,(A) = 00 for every 
j~JJ,,andcj(A)<~foreachJEJ,.Ifm,(X)>-ooforeveryXcI,then 
ma(Y) = m,(Y) for every YE I. 
Proo$ It clearly sufftces to show that m,(Y) = ml(Y) for every Yc~. 
Hence by Lemma 1 it suffices to prove that m,(Y) < mz( Y) for each YE I. 
To prove m,(Y) < m,(Y) for a given Y, we may assume that mZ(Y) < 0~). 
For any E > 0 there exists a tower T= (T,) under Y such that 
s(i? m,) - d(T) < m,(Y) + t. (5.4) 
By Lemma 4, for every II E N there exists a tower T, = (T,,k ) k E N) under 
In, where each Tn,k is finite, and 
s(T,, m,) - d(T,) < m,(T,) + i. (5.5) 
(By our assumption ml(T,) >--a.) Since Y = U, lJk T,,,k is countable, there 
exists a sequence k,, that for S, = Tn,k, S= (S, ( n E N) is a tower under Y. 
Since each S, is finite, qj(S,) = co for every j E J,. For j E J1 such that 
o(Aj[Y]) = co we have a(Y, {j}) = 0. On the other hand qj(S,) < a for 
every j E s\J, . Hence 
d(g) = a(Y, J1) = d(n f a(Y, F(z J1)). (5.6) 
Since the sets T,,k are finite, we obtain similarly that for every n E N there 
holds 
d(~~)=a(T,,J,)=a(T,,F(T, J,)><a(Y,F(T, J,)). (5.7) 
The second equality follows from the fact that for every j E O(T, J1), 
qj(TJ = 03. 
From (5.5) and (5.7) there follows 
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Since J, is finite, a(Y, F(T, Jr)) < co (this is, in fact, the only place in which 
we use the finiteness of Ji). Therefore it is possible to combine (5.4), (5.6), 
and (5.8) to obtain m,(Y) < s(g, m,) - d(g) < m2(Y) + E, and the lemma is 
proved. 
Lemma 11, together with Theorem 4, yields 
THEOREM 6. Let J = J, U Jz, where J, is Jinite, for each j E J,, atj +.O 
only for countably many i - s, and for every j E J,, cj(A) < 00. Then A has a 
representing matrix ly and only if m 1( I’) 2 0 for every Y G I. 
Remark. In the proofs of all the above theorems, only the operations of 
addition and subtraction have been used. This implies that if the matrix A 
and the vectors P and 6 are integral, then the representing matrix for A can 
be chosen to be the same. Hence the results of 131, when interpreted as 
results on (0, 1) matrices, can be deduced from our results. 
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